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Artwork completed by Year
12 students in 2006 has been
selected from the SSABSA Art
Show 2007 and can be viewed
throughout this Newsletter. The
Board extends its thanks to
SSABSA and to those students
who have loaned their work to be
displayed in the newsletter and at
the TRB ofﬁce
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Meditation with Jim Jackaman and students of Nuriootpa High School (photo provided by The Advertiser)

Teacher’s Studies Assist Students With Learning
Teacher Jim Jackaman leads by example
in the classroom, choosing to continue
studying to improve his knowledge about
how young people learn.

A teacher of more than 30 years, Jim
now works as a middle years teacher at
Nuriootpa High School, and his studies in
Neuroscience and Education have
provided him with an understanding of how
the brain works in relation to learning.
In 2006, Jim completed a Graduate
Certiﬁcate in Neuroscience, pioneered by
Adelaide Thinker in Residence, Susan
Greenﬁeld, which was designed to provide
teachers with an understanding of how
young people learn in the classroom.
“This Certiﬁcate, combined with my
Masters studies, has helped us within
our school to understand how emotions,
memory and behaviour relate to learning.”

EMMA PENROSE
Victor Harbor High School

“We have been able to address some of
the issues experienced by our Year 12s,
including exam anxiety and speciﬁcally,
maths anxiety, through meditation. We
have already noticed changes in attitude,
less illness, calmer teachers and more

relaxed students through our use of
meditation within the school.”

“Having the knowledge about how the brain
affects learning has helped us to adapt
our lessons and other school activities to
suit the individual learning styles of our
students.”
Jim embraces every opportunity to further
his own knowledge for the beneﬁt of his
students and his own development.

“It’s an absolute must to continue learning
as a teacher – there is always something
new to learn and I think it’s important for
students to see your enthusiasm for
learning too.”

“Our knowledge of how the brain works
and how people learn continues to develop
as more research is done, and it’s vital for
teachers to keep informed about the
learning theories that come out of this
research.”
(Extract from an interview with Jim Jackaman by The
Advertiser to promote World Teachers’ Day 2007)

Find out more about World Teacher’s Day on pages 4
and 5...
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Presiding Member’s Report

JAMES PACKER
Unley High School

Ofﬁce Hours
The Teachers Registration
Board will be closed from 5pm
on Friday 21 December 2007
and will resume business
on Thursday 27 December
2007 .
Regular business hours are:
9am - 5pm, Monday - Friday

The establishment of teacher regulatory
authorities across all States and Territories is
not far from reality. This goal has been
progressively achieved since teacher
registration was ﬁrst introduced in South
Australia and Queensland in the late 1970s,
with momentum increasing over the last 7
years. The Australian Capital Territory has
recently proposed a registration authority be
established and consultation has occurred. In
August 2007, members of the Australasian
Forum of Teacher Registration and
Accreditation Authorities (AFTRAA) met in
Canberra and had the opportunity to
participate in a public consultation forum. It
is anticipated legislation will be introduced in
2008. A federal scheme of regulation will
enable the efﬁcient operation of mutual
recognition of teachers between States and
Territories, improve the exchange of
information and assist in promoting
professional standards for teachers and the
teaching profession on a national basis.

responsibilities under the new Act.

At the local level, the work of implementing
signiﬁcant changes brought about by the
proclamation of the Teachers Registration and
Standards Act 2004 and Regulations 2005 in
March 2005, has continued. This has
included implementing procedures to increase
the efﬁciency of investigative processes
relating to Hearings and Inquiries,
developing teaching standards across
categories of registration and the publication
of a Code of Ethics for teachers. The Board
has also committed to the development of an
Integrated Data Management System, to
replace an out of date system initially
developed in the late 80s. The new system
will assist the Board in complying with its
increased regulatory and monitoring

The Secretariat of the Board has undergone a
signiﬁcant restructure during 2006 and 2007.
I would like to thank in particular, the
Registrar, Ms Wendy Hastings, for her
continuing work in meeting in a very
professional way, the challenges of the new
legislation. I also thank on behalf of the
Board, all the staff of the Secretariat, who with
the Registrar, work collaboratively to achieve
the requirements of the legislation.

Since my last report there have been several
changes to the membership of the Board. Ms
Ann Bliss has been appointed as the parent
nominee by the Minister for Education and
Children’s Services. Mr Barry Thompson
(previously a Deputy) has been appointed
a member on nomination of DECS. Ms Sue
Fox, after a lengthy period as a member of
the Board, has resigned to take up the
position of Manager Registration and
Standards within the Secretariat. Ms Gerry
Mulhearn (previously a deputy) has been
appointed a member, on nomination of the
Director of Children’s Services (DECS). I
sincerely thank all former and current
members of the Board for their commitment to
the work of the Board throughout the year. It
is this commitment that enables the Board to
meet its responsibilities in ensuring the public
interest in pre-school, primary and secondary
education is met.

On behalf of the Board I extend to all
registrants the compliments of the Season.
Carmel Kerin
PRESIDING MEMBER

The Teachers Registration Board of South Australia
Back:
Front:
Absent:

CHARLOTTE O’LEARY
Temple Christian School

REBEKAH LOKTEFF
Mt Carmel College
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Barry Thompson, Gerry Mulhearn, Julie Haar, Ann Bliss, Julie Lundberg, Jenny Hocking, Robert Matthews,
Kevin Comber (Deputy - Helen O’Brien)
Jenny Turner, Carmel Kerin (Presiding Member), Julie Muirson, Bob Woodbury, Keith Parkinson
Margaret Kelly, Helen O’Brien, Roger Anderson, Jackie Bone-George

Code of Ethics Launched

Contact Us
Address:
Level 6, 70 Pirie Street
Adelaide 5000

On 19 June 2007 the Code of Ethics for the
Teaching Profession in South Australia was
launched by Carmel Kerin, the Presiding
Member of the Teachers Registration Board.
The Code of Ethics was forwarded to all
registered teachers in June 2007.

Key Areas:
General Enquiries
Phone: (08) 8226 2666
Legal Unit
Phone: (08) 8226 5984
- Criminal Record Checks
- Conduct
Qualiﬁcations
Phone: (08) 8226 8153
- Assessment and
Registration requirements
Professional Standards
Phone: (08) 8226 5977
Phone: (08) 8463 7997
- Change of
Registered Status
- Professional Standards
for Teaching
- Mandatory Notiﬁcation

The Code of Ethics was developed after
wide consultation with the teaching
profession during 2005 and 2006. The
Board acknowledges the ethical principles
expressed in the Code of Ethics already
guide the practice and conduct of the
teaching profession in South Australia. The
Code is a public statement by the teaching
profession articulating its ethical principles
and how these principles will be applied to
promote the highest standards. Publication
of the Code of Ethics is an achievement for
the teaching profession in South Australia
and will further promote public conﬁdence in
the profession.

Website: www.trb.sa.edu.au

Read the Code of Ethics online:
www.trb.sa.edu.au

Email: info@trb.sa.edu.au

ANZELA Conference 2007
The annual Australia and New Zealand
Education and Law Association (ANZELA)
Conference 2007 was held in September
in Hervey Bay, Queensland. I attended as
a delegate from the Teachers Registration
Board of South Australia. The theme of the
conference was: Contention and Controversy
in Education Law. Keynote addresses and
workshops covered contentious and
controversial issues such as; performance
pay; public funding of public schools; civil
liability of teachers and educational
institutions for physical intervention, restraint
and non-intervention; risk management and
duty of care; cyber bullying and harassment
and mainstreaming students with severe
disabilities.
Two workshops particularly challenged me
as a teacher. Firstly, a workshop identifying
issues of concern and interest relating to the
use of digital technologies by school
students and the role of the school in
managing risks related to this issue. There
is no doubt that the Internet and other digital
technologies can be very useful and
powerful tools for educators and students in
the learning environment, however it must
also be recognised that these tools are also
used by some students as the “new” method
to engage in anti-social behaviours such
as cyber bullying of both students and staff.
Putting it simply – often what is written up
on the toilet wall is now available to a much
wider audience on the Internet - YouTube,
MySpace and so on. Ratemyteacher.com
according to the Internet is changing the way
the world looks at education by providing
students with the unique opportunity to
critique their teachers. It is also allowing

anybody to malign, defame, bully or abuse a
teacher with no consequences. The impact
of this kind of invasive emotional abuse and
harassment remains unknown. Worksites
need to take these issues seriously and
develop risk management strategies around
the use of technology to protect staff and
students.
LUCI BADGE
Scotch College

Secondly, a workshop on performance pay
and teacher standards raised a critical issue
about when you create a minimum standard
that must be obtained - what happens when
that standard is not achieved? Would this
pave the way for negligence claims? Should
it become public? Would parents be able to
seek injunctive relief to say “my child will not
be in a class with teacher x”? What does
ﬁnancially rewarding good teachers from
a ﬁnite bucket of money mean for those
teachers who choose not to be subjected to
a “process of some sort” to be identiﬁed as
a good teacher? Does it mean they are not
good teachers or indeed are bad teachers?
These are very complex and contentious
issues which require complex solutions only
after extensive vigorous debate.
Jackie Bone-George
BOARD MEMBER
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WYNN
HEARNE-SAUTELLE
Blackwood High School

A Cheer for the Dedication of Our Teachers

TRB Website Update
Keep an eye on the Board
website - we’ll be redesigning
the look and feel of the site
and adding new features to
provide an improved online
service.

“Teachers are always learning - not only are
they committed to encouraging and
guiding our children and students, but they
are also dedicated to maintaining and
updating their own skills. This year, World
Teachers’ Day will particularly focus on
celebrating our teachers’ own commitment to
learning.”
(Ms Carmel Kerin, Presiding Member,
Teachers Registration Board of South
Australia, Media Release, World Teachers’
Day, 26 October 2007)
The Teachers Registration Board joined with
children and students, parents, other state
and territory teacher regulatory authorities
and the community on Friday 26 October
2007, to celebrate World Teachers’ Day. This
special day provided a unique opportunity
for the Board to publicly acknowledge and to
promote the invaluable contribution made by
teachers to the South Australian community.

GRACE WEBBER
Valley View
Secondary School

At a state and national level, World
Teachers’ Day recognised and celebrated
teachers as learners “embarking on journeys
of professional learning today that inspire and
energise students now and into the future.”
To celebrate World Teachers Day the Board
placed an advertisement in the Advertiser.
In addition stories were prepared on behalf
of the Board and released to the media in
metropolitan and country areas. Kimberley
Wood, teacher at Parndana Area School was
asked whether it was important for teachers
to undertake professional learning.

“I think it is important for teachers to continue
learning as it demonstrates the importance of
learning to our students”

SARAH PATRICK
Scotch College

The Board thanks all teachers who agreed to
share their stories about their commitment to
professional development.

Register of Teachers
An online version of the
Register of Teachers is
published on the website.

Extracts from stories provided by teachers
will be published on the website.

Teachers Committed
to Professional Development

Check a registration number
and expiry date of registration
by accessing the website at
www.trb.sa.edu.au.

The Board joined other state and territory
registration and accreditation authorities in a
nation wide survey of teachers to identify the
types of professional development
activities teachers engage in and to look
at the value teachers place on these. The
survey was conducted by the Australian
Research Group. Teachers were randomly
selected and invited to participate in an
on-line survey.

CELINE SEIGNEUR
Valley View
Secondary School

If you would like to share your own story you
can contact us via email at:
info@trb.sa.edu.au.

It was clear from the study that most
teachers value professional learning highly.
When asked what value they would place on
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the contribution professional learning makes
to their life as a teacher, nine out of ten gave
it a high value. Throughout Australia around
nine out of ten teachers responded they were
enthusiastic about teaching, that they enjoy
working with and sharing experiences with
other teachers. Two thirds of all teachers
believed they have a lot to learn as a teacher.
The Board would like to thank those who
took the time out of their busy schedules to
respond to the survey. A summary of survey
results will be published on the website in the
near future.

Teachers in Aboriginal Lands are
Active Learners
“A lot of the work in Accelerated Literacy is
done on paper. I wanted to devise ways to
use the interactive whiteboard with children
and keep to the structure of the program.”
Daniel’s learning has provided him with
new ways to motivate and engage the
children he teaches.

Accelerated Literacy is a priority for the
Aboriginal Lands District. Teachers in
the Lands are learning alternative ways
of teaching literacy through professional
development and mentoring.
Leah Draper has embraced the
Accelerated Literacy program,
becoming the Literacy Coordinator just
one year into her teaching career at Yalata
Anangu School. She provides training and
development in literacy to other teachers
in her school and across the district. She is
passionate about her own learning.

“The children are really excited. The
technology is something different and very
interactive and saves time. Using it keeps
the children engaged in their learning for
longer.”

JADE IRVINE
Victor Harbor High School

Daniel says there’s an absolute wealth of
information and opportunities out there to
help teachers become better at their job.

Renewal of Registration
Does your teacher
registration expire on 31
January 2008? If so, you
need to lodge an application
to renew registration by 31
December 2007.

“It is absolutely important for teachers to
continue to learn to keep up with change
in education and to encourage children to
learn – to lead by example.”

Applications to renew
registration have been
posted to teachers. Please
contact the Board if you
have not received your
renewal application.

Daniel is now providing training and
development to support fellow teachers.
Kirstie Holmes, a 28 year old teacher at
Mimili Anangu School has taken on the role
of teacher for her students, as well as her
colleagues. Believing in the importance of
professional development in the teaching
profession, Kirstie enjoys facilitating
professional learning with other staff.

Non receipt of a renewal
application is not an excuse
for failing to renew.

“Learning is an ongoing process - for
teachers as well as for students.”

“I will continue to learn in the area of
Accelerated Literacy because it’s exciting,
it’s working and it’s wonderful seeing the
kids be successful.”
Leah says the opportunity to continue
learning was one of the reasons she chose
to enter the teaching profession.
“Learning maintains my interest and
enthusiasm –there’s always something to
learn! I am learning everyday – kids teach
me as much as I teach them!”

Kirstie was an active participant in the
“Keeping Safe” child protection training
program and now trains colleagues at
her school in the program as a part of the
school’s focus on student wellbeing.
“As a teacher I need to be an active
learner to keep up to date with changes
and to support the children I teach….. to
be a good role model and practise what I
preach.”

In his second year of teaching at
Pipilyatjara, Daniel Bleby had the
motivation and enthusiasm to undertake
his own learning in how to use interactive
whiteboards to incorporate the technology
into his literacy learning program in
engaging and fun ways.

SIMON DRIVER
Heathﬁeld High School
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Update on Professional Standards for Teachers
Following the proclamation of the Teachers
Registration and Standards Act 2004 many
teachers were involved in consultations
regarding the development of professional
standards.
Professional standards have been developed
for graduate entry and change of registration

status from provisional registration to
registration. These will be implemented in
2008.
Professional standards for renewal of
registration will be developed after further
consultation with the teaching profession.

Program Approval Guidelines for
Pre-service Teacher Education
The Teachers Registration Board has
legislated responsibility for the registration of
all teachers in South Australia. Pre-service
teacher education programs must be
approved by the Board as appropriate for
registration as a teacher.
As part of a comprehensive consultation
process the Board has conferred and
collaborated with the four providers of
teacher education programs in South
Australia; the University of South Australia,
University of Adelaide, Flinders University
and Tabor College to develop Program
Approval Guidelines. The new guidelines will
replace the existing process for the
assessment and approval of pre-service
teacher education programs.

DENA ENGLISH
Birdwood High School

Change of Status
Provisional registration status
is granted on entry to the
Register. After satisfactorily
completing 200 days full time
(or part time equivalent)
service as a teacher at a
school or preschool within
Australia or New Zealand, a
teacher can apply to change
status from provisional
registration to registration.
Refer to our website at
www.trb.sa.edu.au for more
details.
Have you completed 200
days of satisfactory teaching
service in the last 5 years? If
so, download the Change of
Registered Status application
form from the TRB website
www.trb.sa.edu.au, and with
your principal or director’s
support, complete the
written requirements and
then forward your application
to the Teachers Registration
Board.

The Guidelines have been developed within
the broader context of the National
Framework for Professional Standards for
Teaching endorsed by the Ministerial Council
for Education, Employment, Training and

“

Youth Affairs (MCEETYA) and align with
pre-service teacher education guidelines
developed by teacher regulatory authorities
in other states and territories.
The Guidelines provide a broad framework
to guide the development and structure of
programs and provide a focus for the Board
in determining whether pre-service teacher
education programs meet the requirements
for teacher registration.
The Board has identiﬁed nine teaching
standards which need to be addressed
during the pre-service teacher education
program. These teaching standards are
published on the website. The new
Guidelines will be implemented in 2008 and
will be reviewed after twelve months.
Developments in relation to pre-service
teacher education on a national level will be
closely monitored.

”

…a broad framework to guide the
development of pre-service teacher
education programs…

New Change of Status Process 2008

Child protection and promoting the teaching
profession and professional standards for
teachers are the cornerstones of the
Teachers Registration and Standards Act
2004.
Professional teaching standards relating to a
change of registered status from provisional
registration to registration have been
developed following extensive consultation
with the teaching profession. Nine standards
have been identiﬁed. Example
characteristics are provided as a focus for
discussion, reﬂection and evaluation. These
are not meant to be exhaustive. Other
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examples can be used to demonstrate the
nine standards have been met. For details
refer to the website www.trb.sa.edu.au.

New Change of Status forms will be available
on line in December 2007 and will be sent to
all pre-schools and schools, January 2008.

Disciplinary Matters
The Board may on complaint of the
Registrar, or of its own motion, hold an
Inquiry in order to determine whether the
conduct of a teacher, or formerly
registered teacher, constitutes proper cause
for disciplinary action. Since October 2006
ten Inquiries have been held with the following outcomes:
Four formerly registered male teachers
were disqualiﬁed from being registered on a
permanent basis for unprofessional conduct
(being disgraceful and improper conduct)
following either convictions or admissions to
the very serious offences of unlawful sexual
intercourse or indecent assault in relation to
both male and female children.
One formerly registered male teacher was
disqualiﬁed from being registered until
further order for unprofessional conduct in
developing and maintaining a disgraceful
and improper relationship with a 17 year old
female student at his school.
One formerly registered male teacher was
disqualiﬁed from being registered until
further order for unprofessional conduct
involving a conviction for the possession of
child pornography.
One formerly registered male teacher was
disqualiﬁed from being registered until
further order for unprofessional conduct
involving convictions for possession,
manufacturing and producing cannabis.

One registered male teacher received a
severe reprimand and was suspended
from the Register for two years and seven
months for admitted unprofessional conduct
whilst being affected by alcohol during his
teaching duties at school and for
convictions for driving whilst affected by
alcohol (with students in his motor vehicle)
and for permitting an unauthorized person
to drive a motor vehicle. It was hoped that
the period of suspension would enable the
teacher to obtain treatment for his alcohol
dependence.

TOMEK PRYZAKOWSKI
Blackfriars Priory School

Change of Name
or Address

One registered male teacher was
suspended from the Register for a period
of eight months for unprofessional conduct
being improper conduct in failing to make
proper disclosure of circumstances
surrounding his termination of employment
on his application to the Board.

Remember to notify the
Board in writing of any
change to your name or
address within 28 days.
Change of Name
You will need to submit a
certiﬁed copy of a marriage,
deed poll or decree nisi
certiﬁcate with your written
notice of change of name.

One registered female teacher was
suspended from the Register for a period
of six months for unprofessional conduct
being improper and disgraceful conduct in
requesting a male child, aged 11 years, not
to disclose an allegation of abuse involving
him being exposed to pornographic material
by another adult.
There were no appeals to the District Court
from decisions made by the Board in this
period.

Qualiﬁcations
Check the qualiﬁcations on
your current certiﬁcate or
renewal notice.

Admissions Hearings
Since October 2006 the Board has held
seventeen Admission Hearings. These
related to applicants applying for the ﬁrst
time and formerly registered teachers who
had allowed their registration to expire. In
neither case did these applicants hold the
prescribed qualiﬁcation requirements under
the new legislation nor did they meet the
Board’s policy on recency of practice. In
exercising discretionary powers the Board
determined as follows:
Nine applicants were granted provisional
registration subject to the condition that
they upgrade their qualiﬁcations to meet the
requirements of the legislation.

If an alteration or update is
required, send a certiﬁed copy
of the academic transcripts
from the University (or
equivalent) and we will update
your qualiﬁcations on the
Register and forward a new
Certiﬁcate of Registration to
you at no cost.

Four applicants were refused registration for
reasons related to the adequacy of
qualiﬁcations and inability to comply with the
Boards’ policy on recency of practice.
Three applicants were granted provisional
or registration subject to conditions related
to their psychiatric conditions.
One applicant with a disability (blindness)
was granted provisional registration subject
to conditions that the applicant will be able
to practise as a teacher adequately and
safely and ensure the duty of care to
students is fulﬁlled.

Introducing the Research Digest
We are pleased to introduce the Research
Digest which is a periodic digest produced by
the Australian Council for Educational
Research (ACER) for The Teachers
Registration Board of South Australia in
conjunction with other members of The
Australasian Forum of Registration and
Accreditation Authorities (AFTRAA).

Each digest will focus on a topical issue. The
focus for Digest Number 1 is the topic of
writing-to-learn. Five pages (of a total
thirteen) are provided as part of the
newsletter.
To read the full version, please visit our
website at www.trb.sa.edu.au.
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KELLIE LOVELESS
St Peter’s Collegiate
Girls School

Teachers Registration Board of South Australia

R e s e a r c h D I G ES T


2007/1

Introducing the Research Digest
This Research Digest is the first in a series of periodic digests to be
produced by the Australian Council for Educational Research (ACER)
for the Teachers Registration Board of South Australia. The digests will
be delivered to all registered teachers in SA in an accessible format.
Each digest will focus on a single topical issue, and will provide
a review of major messages from research on the issue. A key
feature of the digests will be an emphasis on what the research
means for teachers and teaching. over the course of several editions,
a wide range of issues will be covered, so that teachers from
different areas of schooling will find topics of particular relevance
to their needs.

IN THIS edition
Writing to learn

2

Writing as a way of learning

3

Writing to learn strategies

6

Writing to learn in the
curriculum

8

Writing to learn in science

10

Useful websites

12

References

13

The Teachers Registration Board
of South Australia has commissioned
the Australian council for educational
Research to prepare this series of
electronic research digests.
This issue has been prepared
by Marion Meiers, Senior
Research Fellow and Pat Knight,
Senior Librarian, Cunningham
Library, ACER.
This Research Digest is available in PDF
versions on the Teachers Registration Board
of South Australia website at:
www.trb.sa.edu.au

Number 1

Research Digest
The research tells us
that writing-to-learn
strategies can be
used by any teacher,
in all subject areas,
and at all levels
of schooling.

This edition of the Research
Digest summarises key
research studies that provide
evidence of the potential of
writing-to-learn approaches
in improving student learning
in a range of subject areas.
The research tells us that
writing-to-learn strategies can
be used by any teacher, in all
subject areas, and at all levels
of schooling. Throughout the
digest there are descriptions
of a range of writing-to-learn
strategies that demonstrate
possibilities for classroom
practice.
This research digest is based
on searches of a number of
databases and bibliographic
resources, including the
Australian Education Index,

ERIC, Education Research
Complete, British Education
Index and Scopus.

The first section presents
an overview of research on
how students learn from
writing. This is followed
by a selection of effective
writing-to-learn strategies
described in the research. A
short section is focused on
some studies of how writing
influences learning in different
curriculum areas, and the
final section draws on some
recent research on writingto-learn in science. Practical,
research-based classroom
strategies are highlighted.
Some useful websites are
listed, and a full reference list
is provided.

Writing to



learn
The first edition of the
Research Digest draws on
research evidence to provide
some answers to some
important questions:
◗ How does writing
contribute to students’
learning?
◗ Are critical thinking skills
developed when students
use writing as a mode
of learning in different
curriculum areas?
◗ What does research tell
us about the connections
between writing and
students’ learning?

genres of different disciplines.
Writing in school is valued
as an important means of
demonstrating what has
been learnt, and students
demonstrate their learning
in many different kinds of
written assignments, across
the curriculum.
Research shows that writing
also plays a key role in
learning, and that writing to
learn is not the same thing
as writing to communicate,
or to demonstrate learning.
Writing helps students to
make connections between

Learning to write and learning to
read are key goals for all students
in the first years at school.
Throughout the years of
schooling students learn to
communicate effectively in
writing, for many different
purposes and audiences.
Learning to write and
learning to read are key goals
for all students in the first
years at school.
From Years K-12, writing is
a significant component of
the curriculum. Writing plays
a central role in all areas of
learning, and students learn
to write appropriately in the

what they read, view and
hear, and what they think
and understand. Writing to
learn provides a significant
tool that strengthens reading
comprehension, and enables
students to reflect on and
question information and
ideas. Writing-to-learn
strategies help students
to become more active
learners. ■

Writing to learn


strategies
In practice, writing-to-learn strategies are used to help students discover new knowledge –
to sort through previous understandings, draw connections, and uncover new ideas as they
write (National Writing Project & Nagin, 2003). Many effective writing-to-learn strategies
have been developed, and are described in the research literature.
Writing-to-learn was identified as a ‘hot topic’ for one of
a series of reports produced by the Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory (Brewster & Clump. 2004). The
report included descriptions of a number of writing-to-learn
classroom activities, including short in-class writings, and
ongoing projects.

Short in-class writing

Ongoing projects

Entrance and exit slips. Entrance slips, often only
taking a couple of minutes at the beginning of class,
ask students to make a list of questions or to write
a few sentences describing what they already know
about the day’s topic. They may be collected and read
anonymously as a way to begin class. Exit slips, done at
the end of class, ask students to summarise what was
discussed that day or reflect on strategies they used to
learn new material.

Journals and learning logs. Journals and learning logs
ask students to explore course content in writing. An
ongoing collection of writing that can be designed
to achieve multiple purposes, journals are often used
to summarise newly-learned information, dialogue
with peers or teachers about areas of confusion and
generate questions for further investigation. A common
use of learning logs in maths and science classrooms is
to have students explain problem-solving processes in
writing.

Written conversations. By asking students to write for
five minutes about a topic to be discussed in class that
day, teachers give students time to explore what they
think about a topic before being called on to contribute
to the discussion. In some cases, teachers ask students
to share their initial ideas with a partner, and then
write a collaborative response to the questions before
moving into a whole-class conversation.
Self-assessments. Often taking no more than a few
minutes, students write short assessments of a project
they are currently working on or are about to turn in:
What was the most difficult part of the assignment?
Why? What part are you most satisfied with? What
will this project show me that you have learned? (from
Brewster & Clump, 2004)

Double entry journals. A variation on learning logs,
double entry journals are typically used to help
students better understand course readings. On
one side of the page, students copy or summarise
important passages from texts. In an adjacent column,
they may explain the significance of the passage, draw
connections to other readings or experiences, or
discuss how the idea might be applied in real life. (from
Brewster & Clump, 2004)

Uncovering new
knowledges as
they write


Other strategies include using scrapbooks of various artefacts
of the learning process, blogs, chats and online discussion
forums, and letter-writing exchanges.
Gammill (2006) describes how the Know, Want, Learn (K-W-L)
strategy can be used.

The K-W-L chart (Ogle, 1986) represents what
students Know, what they Want to know, and what they
Learn, all used in conjunction with expository texts,
such as those used in science and social studies classes.
K-W-L charts can be used by an entire classroom as
a group-learning strategy or by individuals: students
first write what they already know about a subject (K
section) and then explore what questions they may
want answered (W section). Schema theory serves
as the foundation for the Want to know section of
the chart, allowing students to access background
knowledge and use self-questioning to direct their focus
as they read (Jared & Jared, 1997). The what is Learned
section provides students the opportunity to reflect on
what they take away from the text.
Fisher, Frey and Williams (2002) found that K-W‑L
charts helped students organise their inquiries; however,
this study did not have students refer back to the
K or W sections of the chart. Referring back to the
K and W sections of the chart gives students the
chance to confirm that what they thought they knew
was accurate and that all their questions have been
answered, The K-W-L Plus chart (Carr & Ogle, 1987)
invites students to add another section to the chart:
what else the student wants to learn. This type of chart
encourages students to continue their exploration of
a subject and provides an opportunity to do research.
(Gammill, 2006, p 755)

Harris et al (2003) draw on the work of James Moffett to
relate categories of writing to developing writers as text
participants. These categories, in various ways, capture writingto-learn strategies.

Noting down is a useful activity for students to note
what they know about a topic, what they need to
find out, and what they would like to include in their
writing. Noting down may take different forms, such
as brainstorming on paper, making lists, sketching,
maps, making jottings, and so on. In all these cases,
students are given opportunity to focus on their prior
knowledge of a topic and identify gaps they would like
to fill in ways relevant to the composing task at hand.
Looking into activities expand upon noting down
activities, in that students identify questions or issues
that arise from their noting down that need further
investigation. Such investigation, or ‘looking into’ – may
include conducting research, undertaking analysis,
carrying out reviews, and so on.
Thinking over/thinking through activities elevate
students’ thinking to higher levels, requiring them to
integrate new knowledge into their existing knowledge
base. Relevant activities include writing position papers
on an issue where writers explore various sides and
argue for their own position; carrying out comparative
analyses of a particular phenomenon, from which
a writer draws conclusions; and writing evaluations
that involve informed judgements and conceptual,
understandings. (Harris et al., 2003, p 134-5)

Writing to learn in the


curriculum
There are many
examples in the
literature of how
writing influences
learning in
classrooms in all
curriculum areas,
and at all stages of
schooling

Fisher and Ivey (2005), for
example, identified specific
principles in which reading
and writing actually engage
students in the content they
are studying. They noted how
teachers include reading and
writing regularly to enable
students to consider new
information in content areas.
Two vignettes of teachers
using writing-to-learn
strategies are offered.

Physics
A typical class session in [this teacher’s] physics class
starts with a writing-to-learn prompt and students
enter the classroom knowing that the first thing
they’ll do is respond to it. For example, in a unit on
momentum called “Movement is Life”, students entered
the classroom one day to find a prompt on the board
that read, “based on what you know about the science
of momentum, how or why do we use the word in
our lives?” [The teacher] was clearly inviting students
to make the connections between the science she is
teaching and the experiences students had in their own
lives. (Fisher and Ivey).

Physical Education
In a unit on aerobic fitness, in a physical education class,
students first change into their gym clothes and then
meet their teacher on the field. Each day, [the teacher]
reads something aloud as they stretch. Some days he
reads articles from the sports page while other days
he reads short biographies of sport figures. He starts
this particular class with an ad from a magazine about
the Cooper Institute. He then shares the biographical
information he found on the Internet about the person
who introduced the world to the word and concept of
‘aerobics’ in 1968. Following his read-aloud to stretching,
students are asked to move to their reciprocal teaching
groups to read a short article on aerobic fitness. They
know the routine – at least once a week they read in
groups. [The teacher] has identified specific vocabulary
terms that he wants his students to know and will
provide them with practice on these words during
their class time over the next three weeks. The class
then moves into a variety of aerobic activities and ends
with students responding to a writing prompt – an
exit slip that required them to describe their previous
experience with aerobic exercise. (Fisher and Ivey).

